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KNOWLEDGE
FROM
NAMUNYAK
FIND OUT HOW THIS MIGHTY MATRIARCH IS IMPROVING
WHAT WE KNOW ABOUT AFRICAN ELEPHANTS

ALSO
INSIDE
A NEW HOME FOR
VINAYAGA
EAT FOR YOUR WORLD
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MORE ABOUT
NAMUNYAK

•	Her left ear has a
large, square-shaped
tear and a smaller
square-shaped notch,
while her right ear is
serrated with several
small cuts.
•	She has a nine-year-old
female calf and a
month-old infant.

You’re supporting crucial monitoring in Kenya’s Maasai
Mara, to help reduce conflict between people and elephants

M

JUMBO CONCERN
When elephants and people live alongside each other
and compete for space, food and water, it sometimes
leads to trouble. Elephants can raid crop fields and
trample through villages built on their traditional
migration routes, causing lots of damage. This can lead
to anger, fear and even retaliation as people try to
protect their homes and their livelihoods.
By improving our knowledge of the elephants’
movements, we can better understand their behaviour
and take measures to address potential conflict. For
example, we can warn people when the elephants are
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• YOUR ELEPH A N T S A DOP T ION UPDAT E

BY IMPROVING OUR KNOWLEDGE
OF THE ELEPHANTS’ MOVEMENTS, WE CAN
BETTER UNDERSTAND THEIR BEHAVIOUR
AND TAKE MEASURES TO ADDRESS
POTENTIAL CONFLICT

•	Her left tusk is slightly
higher than her right.

COMPILED BY MAURICE NYALIGU
FROM WWF’S AFRICAN ELEPHANT
PROGRAMME, WHICH YOUR
ADOPTION SUPPORTS

eet majestic matriarch Namunyak, the leader
of her herd. We’ve been tracking her since
November 2015, when we helped fit her with
a satellite collar, and she’s given us lots of interesting
information about her herd’s movements and behaviour.
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ELEPHANTS
CAN RECOGNISE
WELL OVER
100 INDIVIDUALS
FROM THEIR
CALLS ALONE

We mainly collar female elephants because they travel
together in herds, whereas males tend to travel alone.
As matriarch of her herd, Namunyak makes all the
decisions about where to feed, bathe and rest. Thanks
to signals from her collar, we now know that she and
her herd spend most of their time in the hilly forests
around Olarro and Siana conservancies, and that
they’re often joined by others. Groups of around 100
elephants can mingle together for a while in a big
social gathering – a kind of jumbo networking event!
In the Maasai Mara, conservancy landowners pool
their lands together and agree measures that allow for
the free movement of wildlife, including the removal
of fences. The conservancies often run as ecotourism
ventures, in which local landowners receive a monthly
land lease payment, and tourists can see elephants and
other incredible animals in their natural environment.
Even though they’re not state protected, conservancy
lands can be thriving wildlife havens, as Namunyak’s

AIRBORNE ASSESSMENT

movements seem to show. She and her clan tend to stick
to the same core area between Olarro and Siana, with
occasional trips to other neighbouring conservancies.

moving too close to their crop fields, so they can raise
the alarm and get urgent help to manage the situation.

POSITIVE PREVENTION
One thing we’ve discovered is that Namunyak
occasionally raids crop fields owned by small-scale
farmers near the conservancies. Not only does she lead
her own herd on the raids, they sometimes join with
another herd to form a bigger group, making it harder
for the farmers to deter them.
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Elephant crop raiding
isn’t just happening
in Kenya, as you
can find out on
page 6
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WIDESPREAD
ISSUE

With your help, we’re working with local people, to
discuss and overcome key issues like crop raiding. For
example, we’re supporting community initiatives such
as beekeeping and installing chilli fences along the
edges of crop fields. Elephants are scared of bees and
hate the smell of chilli, so both measures can deter
them from crop raiding. Plus, communities can sell
the honey they produce from beekeeping to earn extra
income. We’re also supporting ranger teams who
can respond quickly to help avoid potential
conflict between people and elephants. Thank you.

We’re hoping that our next elephant aerial
survey will tell us how the population is faring
or many years we’ve supported Kenya Wildlife
Service and other local partners, helped by amazing
adopters like you. One important joint project is the Mara ecosystem
elephant population census, which is due to take place this year.
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The Mara is part of the Mara-Serengeti, which stretches 25,000 sq km
across Kenya and Tanzania. There are no fences between the Mara and the
Serengeti, and elephants often move from one place to the other – so we see
them as a single Mara-Serengeti population. Thanks to conservation efforts
you’ve helped support, this population has been stable and increasing since
1984, and we’re hoping that the census will show that
this is still the case. I’ll tell you more as soon as I can.
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ELEPHANTS

NEWS

VINAYAGA’S
NEW START

Main: Part of
India’s Western
Ghats, Vinayaga’s
former home
Insets: Vinayaga
in some of his
previous exploits
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FIND OUT WHAT HAPPENED WHEN A CROP-RAIDING ASIAN
ELEPHANT WAS MOVED TO A NEW AND SAFER HOME
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ighty male elephant Vinayaga previously
lived in the Coimbatore forest, in India’s
Western Ghats Nilgiris Landscape.

But he had an appetite for adventure.

INSISTENT ELEPHANT
At night-time, Vinayaga would often leave the
forest to raid crop fields and visit local villages,
damaging crops and property. People were really
worried by his activities, putting him at risk of
being attacked in retaliation. Plus, he was also in
danger of being accidentally electrocuted by lowhanging power lines. Our WWF colleagues in
India tried driving Vinayaga back into the forest
MAIN © MAURI RAUTKARI / WWF, INSETS © WWF-INDIA

without harming him, yet he always came back.
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To make matters worse, other male elephants
started copying him.

CY

Initially, Vinayaga kept to the area where
moved north, towards the boundary

K

between Mudumalai and Bandipur tiger
reserves. Trenches had been built along
the boundary to stop elephants from
leaving, but ingenious Vinayaga found
gaps and escaped. Staying true to character, he
headed straight to the nearest crop field.

TIMELY TEAMWORK
Thankfully, staff at Bandipur tiger reserve had
been informed about their adventurous new
neighbour and, with the help of local villagers, they
drove Vinayaga back into the forest. Old
habits die hard though. Despite having plenty

For his own safety, Vinayaga needed to be moved

to eat in the reserve, he kept looking for an

to a new, well-managed location with lots of

opportunity to abscond and eat the tasty crops

food and space to roam. This provided us with

growing nearby. Reserve staff and community

the perfect opportunity to monitor him, to see

teams patrol the boundary regularly, and eventually

whether his behaviour would change. Our team

Vinayaga seemed to get the message. He started

chose Mudumalai tiger reserve, a 321 sq km

exploring other areas of the forests, proving he

protected area in Tamil Nadu state. Once in his

didn’t need to raid crop fields to survive. We’re

new home, they fitted Vinayaga with a tracking

really happy that Vinayaga has settled in, and wish

collar and waited to see what would happen.

him a long and flourishing future. J
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he was released. But then he gradually

TIRELESS
TRAVELLER

IN 107 DAYS,
INTREPID VINAYAGA
TRAVELLED
413 SQ KM AND
VISITED 2,089
LOCATIONS, 27%
OF WHICH LAY NEAR
CROP FIELDS

•

EAT FOR
YOUR WORLD
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WHAT WE EAT NOT ONLY AFFECTS OUR OWN HEALTH,
IT ALSO IMPACTS THE ENVIRONMENT. FOOD PRODUCTION IS
THE LEADING CAUSE OF GLOBAL DEFORESTATION,
AND IT ACCELERATES CLIMATE CHANGE
AND LOSS OF WILDLIFE.
HERE ARE FOUR WAYS YOU CAN
REDUCE YOUR OWN FOOD
FOOTPRINT.

WASTE
LESS FOOD

As well as helping to safeguard
elephants, you support our other
vital work to help protect our
beautiful planet and its wildlife.
Thank you.

CHECK THE
SOURCE
Better choose local
produce to reduce
carbon footprint.

EAT WITH THE SEASONS
Fresh, seasonal vegetables are likely
to be cheaper and grown
in a non-intensive,
more natural
way – helped by
sunshine, not
artificial methods.
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EAT MORE PLANTS
Lots of animal feed contains imported soy
grown on deforested land abroad, giving
animal products such as meat and
dairy a big carbon footprint.
Beans, peas and nuts are healthy
and low-carbon sources of protein.
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Globally, a third of all
food is wasted, but
you can prevent
this at home by only
buying what you need,
finding recipes to use
up ingredients and
choosing cheaper ‘ugly
veg’. It may not look as
perfect but it’s
just as good
for you!

